Vanda group is an exhibition servicing company with 20 years
experiences in booths construction and interior design , registered in
Tehran, Iran and a member of exhibition stand builders association of
Tehran with A grade.
We are a (group company) including several groups of experts which
made us capable to execute and or design and or consultant for all
kinds of exhibitions in Iran, Turkey, Arbil and Dubai:
Vanda group is one of the main contractors in Iran that has its own
construction team thas we can supervise on stand building directly
from the first step and it makes us special in custom design and stand
building for exhibitions since we were known as the best booths
constructioner in 2013 , 2014 and 2015.
We manage your exhibition project from the first to the and based on
your concept through our knowledge, experience and expert team,
however we will lead your ideas to the bextones by our consultants and
design team. Because we believe that having a professional team
together with experiences are the key to execute a successful both.
Vanda group has a complete and knowledgeable team provide all
necessaries including project management, process control, servicing,
construction for all fields of clients such as institutions, commercial,
industries, oil& gas and petrochemicals, constructions, food and
agricultures,… our group provide clients:

1. The construction (construct) based on MDF or Laminated
cheapboard .

2. Executing modular system based on Octanorm or Maxima
standard.

3. Graphic design & printing including advising for the kind of design,
producing and printing, providing catalog, bags, …

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Providing promotional gifts.
Holding up seminars and events.
Providing rental furnitures.
Providing A.V equipment.
Lighting
All related servicing for participating in any exhibition from the
registry team to the end of the exhibition including :
- executing and following up client's registry procedure
- Providing a photography team, scheduling and planning for
visiting exhibitions, planning meetings with participated
companies for clients.
Vanda group creates an international department as “OPT” to
assist and give services to our international clients so we can
guarantee our qualified servicing to our clients with all
nationalities. Therefore our clients are assured of our expertise,
knowledge, experience and management capabilities to under
take projects and executing them on time and satisfyingly and
supporting our clients.

